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War has come to our own possessions. Before the year 1941 had come to a close, 

Almighty God in the unfolding of His Divine Counsel brought the dive bombers to our island 

possessions in the Pacific. The implement of war, which was developed to the degree of its great 

effectiveness in modern warfare in the United States, has been effectively used to destroy a 

portion of our naval strength. How much damage was actually done at Pearl Harbor in this sur-

prise attack is at present not fully known. 

That God directs all things to come about at His appointed time was revealed to us in the 

manner in which our country was drawn into this gigantic World Struggle. Although our leaders 

continued in their efforts to help the enemies of the Axis powers in many ways, which they 

termed short of war, and also used our naval forces to carry on an undeclared war in the broad 

Atlantic, actual warfare strikes us from the Japanese in the blue Pacific. While so-called peace 

envoys from Japan were meeting in Washington, the war leaders of Japan were planning the 

procedure of their surprise attack on Hawaii. 

By one mighty stroke we notice a complete change in the attitude and sentiment of 

millions of Americans. Ever since industry began its upward swing because of defense 

production and lend lease aid to foreign powers, strikes have been the order of the day. Labor 

leaders were actively engaged attempting to stir up labor in defense plants to strike for various 

reasons. In plants where the union did not have sufficient members to control all they desired, 

they proceeded with a campaign to swing sufficient numbers to their side to gain the bargaining 

rights in these plants. 

Congress was actively preparing some solution to the strike menace when the Japanese 

attack occurred. Immediately anti-strike legislation was forgotten while Congress busied itself 

with the greater danger at hand and prepared a declaration of war against the Japanese. Strikes 

also have disappeared from the scene. War preparations have taken their place. Disunity and 

wrangling have changed to unity and agreement. Isolationists have removed themselves from the 

scene entirely. Those who criticized the Administration because of its policy in the Atlantic are 

crying for a hasty attack on the Japanese in the Pacific. Japan’s attack has bound the American 

people in a firm determined unity to defend her forces and possessions. God is also punishing us 

for our laxity and un-religious life by casting us into the turmoil which is afflicting great damage, 

death, pain, and misery to mankind over the entire earth. Let us turn to Him in this beginning of 

an hour of trial and cast ourselves upon His mercy and we are assured all will be well with us 

regardless of how events shape themselves in the future. 

 

Apparent Changes in the European War: 

In as far as we can rely on reports coming from the European news sources, it appears as 

though the fortunes of war are changing. The Axis powers seem to be suffering reverses on both 

battle fronts. The Russians continue to report offensive successes which German communiques 

do not deny. In Northern Africa reports favor the British forces up to the present time. A 

question enters our mind as well as the minds of many others —Is Hitler meeting his equal in the 

wastes of frozen Russia as Napoleon met his? Time alone will tell. If so, we have another mighty 

force to prepare against, the forces of Communism. 

 



Dutch Activities in the War: 

Although the Netherlands has been subject to German rule for some months, already the 

Dutch citizens who are not confined under the Germans in the Netherlands proper are giving a 

very good account of themselves in present affairs. Dutch submarines manned by Dutch sailors 

have taken a sizable toll in the Pacific. Four troopships and two tankers have been accounted for 

by Dutch submarines. In the Mediterranean, a Dutch submarine sunk one of three Italian cruisers 

which were attacked by the British. We find that conquered countries can still play an active part 

outside their own occupied territories. 

The year 1941 has been a very eventful year in the history of the world. As the year 1942 

enters the annals of history we wonder what changes will take place. God will continue to unfold 

His counsel before our eyes. May we have eyes that see and ears that hear and hearts that 

understand His marvelous works in conjunction with His mighty Word. 
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